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About This Game

Unique shapes of colored blocks drop from the top. Your task is to avoid letting the stacked blocks reach the top by arranging
them in complete rows across the bottom. A completely filled row vanishes, giving you more opportunities to score. This game

requires superior finger-eye coordination to arrange the shapes quickly, and it gets faster with time. Enjoy! Check your skill
against other baKno players around the globe by posting your score in our Top Players list.
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Title: Tico
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
baKno Games
Publisher:
baKno Games
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2008

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Single Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 2004 GPU

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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This game is really good a little harder on mac but still great I have a X box 1 with IW and Bo3 so it feels nice to be holding the
thunder gun again and buying the MP40 of the wall. I wuld reccomend this to any COD player that likes a challenging yet fun
throwback to the good old days. :). I really wish I could give this game a mixed review and not just a thumbs up or a thumbs
down. It was certainly interesting, the plot was fun and the concept was great.
However playing it often times felt tedious. The puzzles were often recycled and in the hiden picture scenes it could be almost
impossible to find hidden objects due to their color or location. The game clearly wanted you to use the magnifying glass the
provide you with to find those objects, but again it just seems tedious. I wish I could give this game a stronger recomendation
based on the plot alone, but the way the game ends on a huge cliff hanger with no sequal currently available prevents me from
doing so.
While I recomend this game if you are in to puzzle/hidden object games I'm glad I got it at the sale price instead of paying the
full $5. Didn't bother reading any of the tutorial... but I was soon rewarded with numerous dead turtles generally floating around
the place.

If you pick it up for only 2 dollars like I did then it's not too bad for a dodgy sim\/sandbox\/etc game.. This game is♥♥♥♥♥♥
Doesn't even have spawn protection. Enemies can spawn over you......literally. Really not recommended unless you got it for
free like me.. Poor game with horrible physics. Tried it for 5 minutes and asking for a refund. Cloudlands is far superior.
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More maps. More good.. Was a pretty alright game, but the last two achievement's are an abosolute grind for no apparent
reason. You get so little units that collecting 1,000,000 is really just absurd.. Okay, so far I'm only two hours (on record) in
playing this game, on my first play through and have no idea how far into the game I am and just how much there is left to go. I
saw this pop up on Steam, thought it looked quirky and interesting and decided to wait for a sale and when it happened I
snapped it up. The only regret I have is in waiting so long, this game is worth it at full price.

This game may not be for everyone as it makes you think out of the box, I understand that the box these days is "Here is a gun,
go shoot things" but I'm talking about in adventure game terms.

Sure, there's quests to do which are pretty straight forward involving helping the homeless, pimp business and corrupt
politicians. Your standard adventure game staples you might think. But you're some white dude with blonde hair who definitely
has a disorder of some sort who can be talked into trying to disguise themselve as a Yakuza to aid the mafia.

If that paragraph didn't really make sense then the rest of the game will make less sense. If it did make sense to you then you're
probably the protagonist of the game.

I may edit this after a few playthrough's, but somehow I think leaving this game in people's minds with a little morbid curiosity
might fare better. If you've seen it and read about it and\/or put it on your wishlist just do it. It's one of those games that you
think you'll fire up for a few minutes to see what it's like, think "everything is fairly standard and boring, nothings really
happening. That's the first bit over, what's the fuss? I'll play a bit more and... what? Wait! What? Seriously? Is this?... Yes it is
happening" and will just continue on.

If you want an adventure game that really makes use of you interacting with it for Steam achievements then this is for you.

If you want an adventure game that makes you try to find inventive ways for you to be killed then this is for you.

If you want an adventure game that tries to make you find ways to steal babies and then eat them then this is definitely for you,
and you should probably seek help.
. This is a quick, fascinating game. I'm actually wishing there was a sequel, so some of the questions could be answered. Great
music, nice art. It's free, so there's no reason not to try it out.. Fairly typical find-the-object game with a story plot of looking for
the sword Excaliber. Quite short, I finished it in just a few hours worth of game play. Not worth the full asking price, but if it's
on an extreme sale (over 50% off) and you like this type of game, go for it!. First things first, I really enjoy the game. It's really
fun and gets your heart racing as every round is different and the optimization is well done. The health kits, ammo and power
cores are spaced really perfect and never too close to each other. There are only 2 downsides I've found so far is the unfair
advantage the hunters get with the drones. There's no limit to how many they can activate and since they recharge and go back
up once they've been activated, they can literally cover the whole map. Another downside is that the execution can't be avoided.
There's no second chance to crawl away once you've been shot down unless you're shot near some bushes and can hide fast
enough. Besides that, the game is really fun and well done for an early access game. I hope in the future it becomes more
balanced between hunters and scavengers.. It's a basic but very enjoyable and fun indie-game with some strategy elements and
appears to be fun with friends for some casual gaming.

Although, it lacks any sense of progression, it's still quite fun and sucks you in to the extent that you just lose track of how much
time you've played.

It may not be everyone's thing, but I highly recommend checking it out.

However, I do have an issue with the $9.99 dollar price tag; at most, it should be for $5.00 dollars because it's not particurally
feature rich, and not a whole ot of people even bother with playing online with the game, if any at all.

It's a dead game in terms of updates; however, this doesn't mean the game is buggy, it seems to be fairly polished with the
exception of weird AI behavior at timesand the fact that the game can be easy sauce when using simple strategies such as only
holding a few planets and "upgrading" them and ammasing a ton of ships just to roflstomp your enemies.
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